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A top-k query returns k tuples with the highest (or the lowest) scores from a relation. The
score is computed by combining the values of one or more attributes. We focus on top-k
queries having monotone linear score functions. Layer-based methods are well-known
techniques for top-k query processing. These methods construct a database as a single list
of layers. Here, the ith layer has the tuples that can be the top-i tuple. Thus, these methods
answer top-k queries by reading at most k layers. Query performance, however, is poor
when the number of tuples in each layer (simply, the layer size) is large. In this paper,
we propose a new layer-ordering method, called the Partitioned-Layer Index (simply, the
PL Index), that significantly improves query performance by reducing the layer size. The
PL Index uses the notion of partitioning, which constructs a database as multiple sublayer
lists instead of a single layer list subsequently reducing the layer size. The PL Index also
uses the convex skyline, which is a subset of the skyline, to construct a sublayer to further
reduce the layer size. The PL Index has the following desired properties. The query perfor-
mance of the PL Index is quite insensitive to the weights of attributes (called the preference
vector) of the score function and is approximately linear in the value of k. The PL Index is
capable of tuning query performance for the most frequently used value of k by controlling
the number of sublayer lists. Experimental results using synthetic and real data sets show
that the query performance of the PL Index significantly outperforms existing methods
except for small values of k (say, k 6 9).

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A top-k (ranked) query returns k tuples with the highest (or the lowest) scores in a relation [18]. A score function is gen-
erally in the form of a linearly weighted sum as shown in Eq. (1) [10,15,22]. Here, p½i� and t½i� denote the weight and the value
of the ith attribute of a tuple t, respectively. The d-dimensional vector that has p½i� as the ith element is called the preference
vector [15], where d denotes the number of attributes of t. In this paper, we focus on monotone linear score functions where
p½i�P 0ð1 6 i 6 dÞ. In Section 3, we explain the score function in detail.
f ðtÞ ¼
Xd

i¼1

p½i� � t½i� ð1Þ
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For example, top-k queries are used for ranking colleges. Colleges are represented by a relation that has numerical attri-
butes such as the research quality assessment, tuition, and graduate employment rate [8,22]. Users search for the k colleges
ranked according to the score function with their own preference vector [8,15,22]. Thus, users having budget concern may
assign a high weight to the ‘‘tuition” attribute while users expecting good employment will assign a high weight to the ‘‘grad-
uate employment rate” attribute. For another example, top-k queries are used for ordering houses listed for sale. Houses are
represented by a relation that has numerical attributes such as the price, number of bedrooms, age, and square footage
[15,22]. As shown in the previous example, users can search for the best houses with their own preference vector [8,15,22].

To process a top-k query, a naive method would calculate the score of each tuple according to the score function, and
then, finds the top k tuples by sorting the tuples based on their scores. This method, however, is not appropriate for a query
with a relatively small value of k over large databases because it incurs a significant overhead by reading even those tuples
that cannot possibly be the results [22].

There have been a number of methods proposed to efficiently answer top-k queries by accessing only a subset of the data-
base instead of unnecessarily accessing the entire one. These methods are classified into two categories depending on
whether or not they exploit the relationship among the attributes (i.e., the attribute correlation [8]). The ones that do not ex-
ploit attribute correlation regard the attributes independent of one another. That is, they consider a tuple as a potential top-k
answer only if the tuple is ranked high in at least one of the attributes. We refer to these methods as list-based methods be-
cause they require maintaining one sorted list per each attribute [2,11]. While these methods show significant improvement
compared to the naive method, they often consider an unnecessarily large number of tuples. For instance, when a tuple is
ranked high in one attribute but low in all others, the tuple is likely to be ranked low in the final answer and can potentially
be ignored, but these methods have to consider it because of its high rank in that one attribute.

The ones that exploit attribute correlation regard the attributes dependent of one another. That is, they consider all attri-
bute values when constructing an index in contrast to the list-based methods. These methods are further classified into two
categories – layer-based methods and view-based methods [22]. The view-based methods build multiple dedicated indices for
multiple top-k queries with different preference vectors. That is, these methods create these top-k queries, execute each
query, and store the result as a view. These methods answer top-k queries by reading tuples from the view(s) whose pref-
erence vector is the most similar to that of a given query. These methods have a disadvantage of being sensitive to the pref-
erence vector [22]. If the preference vector used in creating the view is similar to that of a given query, query performance is
good; otherwise, it is very poor [22]. Query performance can be improved by increasing the number of views, but the space
overhead increases in proportion to the number of views [21].

The layer-based methods construct the database as a single list of layers (simply, a layer list) where the ith layer contains
the tuples that can potentially be the top-i answer. These methods answer top-k queries by reading at most k layers from the
layer list. For constructing layers, convex hulls [4] or skylines1 [6] can be used [8,22]. The convex hull is a useful notion when
supporting (monotone or non-monotone) linear functions [8]; the skyline (linear or non-linear) monotone functions [6]. The
layer-based methods have two advantages over the view-based methods: 1) storage overhead is negligible [8], and 2) query
performance is not very sensitive to the preference vector of the score function given by the query [22]. Nevertheless, when
the number of tuples in each layer (simply, the layer size) is large, these methods have bad query performance because many
unnecessary tuples have to be read to process the query [15].

In this paper, we propose a new layer-based method, called the Partitioned-Layer Index (simply, the PL Index), that signif-
icantly improves top-k query processing by reducing the layer size. The PL Index overcomes the drawback of the layer-based
methods. Besides, since the PL Index belongs to a layer-based approach, it inherently takes advantage of exploiting attribute
correlation in contrast to the list-based methods and has the two desirable properties over the view-based methods. The
contributions we make in this paper are as follows.

(1) We propose the notion of partitioning for constructing multiple sublayer lists instead of a single layer list. We partition
the database into a number of distinct parts, and then, constructs a sublayer lists for each part. That is, the PL Index
consists of a set of sublayer lists. The partitioning method allows us to reduce the sizes of the sublayers inversely pro-
portional to the number of sublayer lists. Accordingly, the PL Index overcomes the drawback of existing layer-based
methods of large layer sizes while avoiding the space overhead of the view-based methods.

(2) By using the partitioning method, we propose the novel PL Index and its associated top-k query processing algorithm.
Our algorithm dynamically constructs a virtual layer list by merging the sublayer lists of the PL Index to process a spe-
cific top-k query and returns the query results progressively. A novel feature of our algorithm is that it finds a top-i
(2 6 i 6 k) tuple by reading at most one sublayer from a specific sublayer list.

(3) We formally define the notion of the convex skyline, which is a subset of the skyline, to further reduce the sublayer size.
The convex skyline is a notion more useful than either the skyline or the convex hull when supporting monotone lin-
ear score functions due to this characteristic of reducing the layer size.

The PL Index has four desirable properties. First, it significantly outperforms existing methods except for small values of k
(say, k 6 9). Second, its query performance is quite insensitive to the preference vector of the score function. Third, it is capa-
1 The definition of the skyline and its property will be presented in Section 4.3.
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ble of tuning the query performance for the most frequently used value of k by controlling the number of sublayer lists.
Fourth, its query performance is approximately linear in the value of k. We investigate these properties in Section 6 and pres-
ent the results of performance evaluation in Section 7.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes existing work related to this paper. Section 3 formally
defines the problem. Section 4 proposes the method for building the PL Index. Section 5 presents the algorithm for processing
top-k queries using the PL Index. Section 6 analyzes the performance of the PL Index in index building and querying. Section
7 presents the results of performance evaluation. Section 8 summarizes and concludes the paper.

2. Related work

There have been a number of methods proposed to answer top-k queries efficiently by accessing only a subset of the data-
base. We classify the existing methods into three categories: the list-based method, layer-based method, and view-based meth-
od. We briefly review each of these methods in this section.

2.1. Layer-based method

The layer-based method constructs a global index based on the combination of all attribute values of each tuple. Within
the index, tuples are partitioned into multiple layers, where the ith layer contains the tuples that can potentially be the top-i
answer. Therefore, the top-k answers can be computed by reading at most k layers. We explain in detail ONION [8] and AppRI
[22], which are the layer-based methods that are closely related to this paper.

2.1.1. ONION
ONION [8] builds the index by making layers with the vertices (or the extreme points [13]) of the convex hulls [4] over the

set of tuples represented as point objects in the multi-dimensional space. That is, it makes the first layer with the convex hull
vertices over the entire set of tuples, and then, makes the second layer with the convex hull vertices over the set of remaining
tuples, and so on. As a result, an outer layer geometrically encloses inner layers. By using the concept of optimally linearly
ordered set in Definition 1 below, Chang et al. [8] have proved that ONION answers top-k queries by reading at most k layers
starting from the outmost layer. In Definition 1, for finding k tuples with the lowest scores as the results, we flip the inequality
sign between p � x and p � y (i.e., replace ‘‘>” with ‘‘6”) from Chang et al.’s original definition.2

Definition 1 [8] Optimally linearly ordered sets. A collection of sets S ¼ fS1; S2; . . . ; Smg, where each set consists of d-
dimensional point objects, is optimally linearly ordered if and only if, given any d-dimensional vector p,
2 In t
bounda
ith laye
9x 2 Si s:t:

8y 2 Siþj and j > 0; p � x 6 p � y
where p � x represents the inner product of the two vectors p and x.

Chang et al. [8] have proved that a set of layers constructed out of convex hulls is optimally linearly ordered. That is, in the
ith layer, there is at least one tuple whose score for any preference vector p is lower than or equal to those of all the tuples in
subsequent layers. Thus, top-k queries are answered by reading tuples in at most k layers. ONION is capable of answering the
query with a non-monotone linear score function as well because of the geometrical properties of the convex hull. On the
other hand, the query performance is adversely affected by relatively large layer sizes [22].

2.1.2. AppRI
AppRI [22] improves query performance by reducing layer sizes. AppRI constructs a database in more layers than ONION

does taking advantage of the assumption that queries have monotone linear score functions. For arbitrary monotone queries,
AppRI exploits the domination relation of skylines [6] to compute whether the score of the tuple a is higher or lower than
that of the tuple b. Using this concept, AppRI constructs the database in much finer layers than ONION does by precomputing
the domination relation for all the pairs of tuples in the database. However, due to the high time complexity of the algorithm
that exactly computes the domination relation, Xin et al. [22] uses an approximate algorithm. This approximation makes
layer sizes larger for more-than-three dimensional databases, resulting in poor query performance.

2.2. List-based method

The list-based method constructs a set of lists by sorting all tuples based on their values in each attribute. It then finds the
top-k tuples by merging as many lists as are needed [2,11]. For example, the threshold algorithm (TA) [11], a list-based meth-
od, sequentially accesses each sorted list in parallel. That is, it accesses the first element of each sorted list, then the second
he original definition, the inequality sign should have been ‘‘P” instead of ‘‘>”. Not all the boundary tuples of a convex hull are vertices [13]. Those
ry tuples that are not vertices can optimize some linear functions [13]. Thus, for a specific preference vector p, the maximum score of the tuples in the
r must be higher than or equal to those of all the tuples in subsequent layers.
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element, and so on, until a particular threshold condition is met. For each tuple identifier seen under the sorted accesses, it
also randomly accesses the other lists to get its values of the other attributes to compute the tuple’s score. TA and its variants
are useful for a distributed database environment where exploiting the attribute correlation is difficult due to vertical par-
titioning [11]. However, the performance of these methods are penalized due to lack of exploiting the attribute correlation
[8,22].

2.3. View-based method

The basic idea behind the view-based method is to ‘‘precompute” the answers to a class of queries with different prefer-
ence vectors and return the precomputed top-k answers given a query. When the exact answers to the query issued by a user
has not been precomputed, the ‘‘closest” precomputed answers are used to compute the answer for the query. PREFER [15]
and LPTA [10] are well-known methods of this approach. Because the view-based approach requires constructing an index
for each query, its space and maintenance overhead often becomes an important issue in using this approach for a practical
system [21].

2.4. Other methods

There exists a large body of work for efficient computation of skyline queries [9,17,19,20]. Because the skyline contains at
least one tuple that minimizes any monotone scoring function [6], this body of work can be used to deal with top-k queries
under a monotone scoring function. In addition, there exists a body work for extending the traditional top-k queries to han-
dle uncertain data such as the tracking data of moving objects and sensing data of sensors [5,16]. Because uncertainty of
these data is modeled as a probability distribution [5,23], this body of work is focused on finding k tuples with the highest
probability to be the top-k results efficiently [16]. Since uncertain data can also be modeled as fuzzy sets [24], these top-k
queries on uncertain data can be further extended to handle fuzzy sets.
3. Problem definition

In this section, we formally define the problem of top-k queries. A target relation R has d attributes, A1;A2; . . . ;Ad of real
values, and the cardinality of R is N [10,15,22]. Every tuple in the relation R can be considered as a point in the d-dimen-
sional space ½0:0;1:0�d. Hereafter, we call the space ½0:0;1:0�d as the universe, refer to a tuple t in R as an object t in the
universe, and use the tuple and the object interchangeably as is appropriate. Table 1 summarizes the notation to be used
in this paper.

A top-k query Q is defined as a pair f ðtÞ and k, where f ðtÞ is a score function such that f ðtÞ ¼
Pd

i¼1p½i� � t½i�, and k is the
number of result objects. Here, as summarized in Table 1, p½i� denotes the weight, called the attribute preference [15], of
the ith attribute, and t½i� denotes the value of the ith attribute of the object t 2 R. Since f ðtÞ is monotone,
p½i�P 0ð1 6 i 6 d). We assume that p½i�’s are normalized so that

Pd
i¼1p½i� ¼ 1.

As the result of top-k queries, k objects with the lowest (or highest) scores for the score function are retrieved. Without
loss of generality, we assume that we are looking for the lowest-scored objects in the rest of this paper. Therefore, our goal is
to retrieve a sequence of objects ½t1; t2; . . . ; tk� that satisfy f ðt1Þ 6 f ðt2Þ 6 � � � 6 f ðtkÞ 6 f ðtlÞ, kþ 1 6 l 6 N. Here, tj denotes the
jth ranked object in the ascending order of their score, where 1 6 j 6 N. If the user wants to retrieve the k objects with the
highest scores, we can process the query by using negative values for p½i� in the score function [8,22].
Table 1
The notation.

Symbols Definitions

R The target relation for top-k queries
N The cardinality of R
d The number of attributes of R or the dimension of the universe
Ai The ith attribute of Rð1 6 i 6 dÞ
t An object in R (t is considered as a d-dimensional vector that has t½i� as the ith element)
t½i� The value of attribute Ai in the object tðt 2 RÞ
p A preference vector [15] (a d-dimensional vector that has p½i� as the ith element)
p½i� The weight of attribute Ai in the preference vector p
Xi The axis corresponding to Ai in the d-dimensional space (i.e., the universe)
d The offset at which objects are optimally distributed when partitioning the universe or a subregion
O The point where the coordinate value of each axis is 0 (i.e., the origin)
vMAX The point where the coordinate value of each axis in the universe is 1.0
vMAXþ A virtual object whose coordinate value of the ith axis is 1:0þ �ð� > 0Þ
No Objects Read The number of objects read from database
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4. The partitioned-layer index (PL index)

4.1. Overview

We now explain how to construct the PL Index to process top-k queries. The goal of the PL Index is to reduce the sizes of
the layers that are read for processing top-k queries because the layer size affects query performance in layer-based methods
as explained in Introduction.

To achieve the goal, the PL Index is built through the following two steps as shown in Fig. 1: (1) Partitioning step: parti-
tioning the universe into a number of subregions with long narrow hyperplanes of similar sizes that are parallel to the diag-
onal of the universe and (2) Layering step: constructing the sublayer list for each subregion by using the convex skyline,
which is a subset of the skyline. Here, dotted lines represent sublayers.

First, through the partitioning step, we can reduce the sublayer size because the number of objects in each subregion is
smaller than that in the entire universe. The sublayer size tends to be reduced inversely proportional to the number of sub-
regions. Besides, since our partitioning method allows us to construct sublayers whose sizes are relatively uniform in the
same subregion and among different subregions, it has two desirable properties for query processing – (1) low sensitivity
of query performance to the preference vector p and (2) linear dependence of query performance on k. As we will explain
in Section 5, our query processing method finds query results by dynamically merging sublayer lists. That is, the sequence
and the number of sublayers to be accessed are dynamically determined depending on p and k. If variation among sublayer
sizes in different sublayer lists is large due to an improper partitioning method, the query performance can be sensitive to p
and k. However, our query performance is not very sensitive to p and is approximately linear in the value of k by virtue of our
partitioning method. Second, through the layering step, we can further reduce the sublayer size by using the convex skyline
instead of using the skyline because the convex skyline is a constrained form of the skyline. Consequently, we can reduce the
number of objects to be accessed for processing queries by using the PL Index. We explain in detail the partitioning step in
Section 4.2 and the layering step in Section 4.3.

4.2. The partitioning step

We propose a method that partitions the universe into a number of subregions. Thus, a relation R is partitioned into a
number of disjoint subsets corresponding to the subregions. Here, we partition the universe by using a hyperplane: a
(straight) line when d ¼ 2, a plane when d ¼ 3, and a hyperplane when d P 4.
Fig. 1. Overall process for building the PL Index in the two-dimensional universe.

O X1

X2

vMAX

p-subregion of B

p-subregion of A

subregion A

subregion B

sublayers

HP

the base diagonal

Fig. 2. Illustrating the notation in the two-dimensional universe.
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Fig. 3. The distance between an object and each axis in the two-dimensional universe.
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To explain our partitioning method, we first define some terminology. We define the line segment between the origin O
and vMAX, the point where the coordinate value of each axis in the universe is 1.0 as defined in Table 1, as the base diagonal.
We also define a p-subregion as a subregion projected onto the hyperplane HP that is perpendicular to the base diagonal (i.e.,
orthographic projection). We use the concept of the p-subregion when explaining sublayer sizes. Fig. 2 illustrates the nota-
tion in the two-dimensional universe.

The query processing performance depends on the method of partitioning the universe because the sizes of sublayers, and
accordingly, the numbers of objects read in from these sublayers vary depending on the sizes and shapes of the subregions.
As we explained in Section 4.1, in order to make the query performance be insensitive to p and k, we need to partition the
universe into subregions in such a way that the number of objects in different subregions is similar to one another. In order
to do that, we partition the universe with long narrow hyperplanes of similar sizes that are parallel to the base diagonal. This
method is geared to supporting monotone linear score functions. Since sublayers (i.e., convex skylines represented by dotted
lines) tend to be parallel to the p-subregions as shown in Fig. 2, the sizes of the sublayers in the same subregion are relatively
uniform. Besides, since the universe is partitioned into subregions where the number of objects is similar to one another,
sublayer sizes in different subregions tend to be similar to one another.

In order to partition the universe into a number of subregions (i.e., hyperplanes) that are parallel to the base diagonal, we
use the distance between an object and each axis.3 Geometrically, an object in the d-dimensional universe must be farthest
from some axis among d axes (the ties are broken arbitrarily). By exploiting this property, we partition the universe into d sub-
regions such that the objects for which Xi is the farthest axis belong to the same subregion. For instance, in Fig. 3, t1 and t2 are
farthest from the axes X1 and X2, respectively. In case of t3 that is on the base diagonal, since t3 has the same distance to each
axis, we need to break ties. In our case, we regard that t3 is farthest from X2 because X2 has a larger axis number than X1. Con-
sequently, the two-dimensional universe containing t1, t2, and t3 are partitioned into two subregions. One contains t1, and the
other contains t2 and t3. By translating the coordinate, we can further partition a subregion into d smaller subregion recursively.
In the same manner, we can partition the universe into as many subregions as are needed. We formally explain our partitioning
method as follows.

An object t in the d-dimensional universe has d coordinate values t½1�; t½2�; . . . ; t½d�. If t½i� is the smallest among them (if
1 6 i < j 6 d and t½i� ¼ t½j�, we regard t½i� as the smallest), the object t is farthest from the axis Xi among the d axes. Thus,
by using this property, we partition the universe into d subregions such that the objects for which Xi is the farthest axis be-
long to the same subregion. Hereafter, we call the region where any object t in it satisfies the condition t½i� ¼ mind

l¼1ðt½l�Þ as
subregionðiÞ.

To further partition subregion (i) into d smaller subregions we do the following. We first translate the coordinates by
shifting the origin O along the negative direction of the axis Xi by d (>0.0) since the objects in subregion(i) exist only towards
the negative direction of the axis Xi. (For example, see Figs. 4 and 5.) Here, d is the offset at which the standard deviation of
the numbers of the objects in d smaller subregions of subregion(i) is the smallest. We denote the new origin and axes as O0

and X0i ð1 6 i 6 d), respectively. Let t0½1�; t0 ½2�; . . . ; t0 ½d� be the coordinate values of the object t in subregion(i) in the new coor-
dinates. We next recursively partition subregion(i) into d smaller subregions. Hereafter, we call the region where any object
t0 in it satisfies the condition t0 ½j� ¼ mind

l¼1ðt0 ½l�Þ as subregionði; jÞ. Consequently, if we recursively partition the universe h times
in the same manner, the universe is partitioned into dh subregions.

Example 1. Fig. 4 shows an example of partitioning the two-dimensional universe. As shown in Fig. 4a, we first partition the
set of objects t1; . . . ; t14 in the universe into two subregions. Since t1, t2, t7, t8, t12, t13, and t14 are farthest from the axis X1,
they belong to subregion(1). Similarly, t3, t4, t5, t6, t9, t10, and t11 belong to subregion(2) because they are farthest from the
axis X2. Here, dotted lines represents sublayers (i.e., convex skylines), and p-subregion(1) and p-subregion(2) represent those
subregions projected onto the hyperplane HP that is perpendicular to the base diagonal. To further partition subregion(1)
into two smaller subregions, we translate the coordinates by shifting the origin O along the negative direction of the axis X1

by d as shown in Fig. 4b. Here, X01, X02, and O0 represent the axes and the origin of the new coordinates. In the new coordinates,
since t1; t7, and t13 are farthest from the axis X01, they belong to subregion(1,1). Similarly, t2; t8; t12, and t14 belong to
3 Here, in the d-dimensional universe, the distance between the object t and the axis Xi is defined as the distance between t and the foot of perpendicular
from t to the axis Xi .
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subregion(1,2) because they are farthest from the axis X02. Likewise, subregion(2) is further partitioned into subregion(2,1)
and subregion(2,2). We note that subregions are parallel to the base diagonal, and the sizes of sublayers in the same
subregion are similar to one another since they are expected to be proportional to the sizes of p-subregions.

Example 2. Fig. 5 shows an example of p-subregions after partitioning the three-dimensional universe. Here, we represent
the axes Xi (1 6 i 6 3) in the three-dimensional universe that are projected onto the two-dimensional plane that is perpen-
dicular to the base diagonal as Xp

i . Figs. 5a and b represent the universe projected onto the two-dimensional plane. In Fig. 5a,
p-subregion(1), p-subregion(2), and p-subregion(3) represent p-subregions for the subregions that are obtained by partition-
ing the universe once. The dotted line with arrow head represents the width of the universe starting from the origin O to the
negative limit of each axis. The widths for all axes are 1. In Fig. 5b, p-subregion(1,1), p-subregion(1,2), and p-subregion(1,3)
represent p-subregions for the subregions that are obtained by further partitioning subregion(1). In order to partition sub-
region(1), we translate the coordinates by shifting the origin O along the negative direction of the axis X1 by d. Here, we
denote the new origin and axes as O0 and X0i ð1 6 i 6 3). The width of subregion(1) for the axis X01 is 1� d, and those for
the other axes are d. Similarly, subregion(2) and subregion(3) are further partitioned.

Fig. 6 shows the algorithm BasicUniversePartitioning for partitioning the universe. The inputs to BasicUniversePartitioning
are a set S of d-dimensional objects and the partition level h (P1), which represents the number of times the universe has
been recursively partitioned. The current partition level i and the origin o of the new coordinates for translation have been
initialized with 0 and with the origin O, respectively. The output is the set fS1; S2; . . . ; Scg of c ¼ dh disjoint subsets of S. In Step
1, data structures are initialized. In Step 2, S is partitioned into d disjoint subsets T1; T2; . . . ; Td according to the farthest axis
for each object in S when the objects in S are translated by the new origin o. In Step 3, if the current partition level i is equal to
the partition level h, it returns fT1; T2; . . . ; Tdg as the results. Otherwise, it recursively calls itself for each Tjð1 6 j 6 dÞ in order
to further partition Tj. Here, d is subtracted from o½j� in order to shift the origin along the negative direction of the axis Xj by d.
For ease of understanding, we first fix d to be 1

2i.
We then extend this basic partitioning algorithm to use the optimal d. Here is the sketch of the algorithm. (1) Initial par-

titioning: Over the entire universe, we find the new origin o where the standard deviation of the sizes of d subsets of the
universe is the smallest, and then, partition the universe into d subregions with the new origin. (2) Recursive partitioning:
We further recursively partition each subregion into d smaller subregions by shifting the coordinates by d. Here, d is the point
(a) Partitioning the universe once.
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p-subregion(3)
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pX1
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(b) Partitioning subregion (1).
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Fig. 5. An example of p-subregions after partitioning the three-dimensional universe.



Fig. 6. The basic universe partitioning algorithm.
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where the standard deviation of the numbers of the objects in d smaller subregion is the smallest. In practice, we find the
optimal d by probing d with a fixed increment w½i�=m. Here, mð> 0Þ is the number of points probed, and w½i� is the width of
the subregion starting from the origin to the negative limit of the axis Xi. The detailed algorithm for this extension is in Fig. 7,
and its functions are in Fig. 22 of Appendix A.

4.3. The layering step

For each subregion obtained in the partitioning step, we construct the list of sublayers over objects in the subregion. We
use the convex skyline that we formalize in Definition 3 to construct a sublayer. The convex skyline is computed from the
skyline and the convex hull. The convex skyline has the characteristic of containing the object with the lowest score (i.e.,
the top-1 object) for an arbitrary monotone linear function. We prove it in Lemma 3.

Before we formally define the convex skyline, we provide some basic intuition. As we have mentioned in Section 3, we
have assumed that queries have monotone linear functions and further assumed that we are finding the minimum-scored
objects. (1) By the former assumption, we do not need to support non-monotone linear functions or monotone non-linear
functions. Thus, we combine the convex hull and the skyline because the convex hull is a useful notion when supporting
(monotone or non-monotone) linear functions [8]; the skyline (linear or non-linear) monotone functions [6] (see Definition
2 and Lemma 1 below). (2) By the latter assumption, we do not need to find those objects that only maximize an arbitrary
monotone linear score function. In order to eliminate those objects, we use vMAXþ, a virtual object whose coordinate value
of the ith axis is 1:0þ � (� > 0) as defined in Table 1, when computing the convex hull. vMAXþ has this effect since the coor-
dinate values of vMAXþ are strictly larger than those of any object (including vMAX) in the universe. We prove it in Lemma 2.

Definition 2. [6] (Skyline) The Skyline is defined as those points that are not dominated by any other point. A point A
dominates another point B if A is as good as or better than B in all dimensions and better than B in at least one dimension.

Lemma 1. [6] The skyline constructed over a set S of objects in the universe contains at least one object that minimizes an arbi-
trary monotone function over the objects in S.

Lemma 2. Let f be an arbitrary monotone linear score function. For a set S of objects in the universe, vMAXþ is the only object that
maximizes f over the objects in S [ fvMAXþg.

Proof. See Appendix B. h



Fig. 7. The universe partitioning algorithm extended to use the optimal d.
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Corollary 1. vMAXþ does not minimize f (when jSj > 0).

Definition 3. (Convex skyline) We define SLðSÞ as the set of objects in the skyline constructed over a set S of objects in the
universe. We then define CHðTÞ as the set of objects in the convex hull vertices over T ¼ SLðSÞ [ fvMAXþg [8]. We define
CHðTÞ � fvMAXþg as the convex skyline CS(S).

Example 3. Fig. 8 shows the convex skyline constructed over the set S ¼ ft1; t2; . . . ; t9g of the two-dimensional objects. The
solid line represents the skyline SLðSÞ ¼ ft2; t3; t4g. The dotted line represents the convex hull vertices
CHðTÞ ¼ ft2; t4;vMAXþg constructed over T ¼ SLðSÞ [ fvMAXþg. By Definition 3, the thick shaded line represents the convex
skyline CSðSÞ ¼ ft2; t4g (i.e., ft2; t4; vMAXþg � fvMAXþgÞ.
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Fig. 8. An example of finding the convex skyline over a set of two-dimensional objects.
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Lemma 3. Let f be an arbitrary monotone linear score function. For a set S of objects in the universe, 9t 2 CSðSÞ such that t min-
imizes f over the objects in S.

Proof. See Appendix C. h

For an arbitrary monotone linear score function f, at least one object that minimizes f exists in a skyline [6], and at least
one exists in the convex skyline as well. The convex skyline, however, is a more constrained form of the skyline. Thus, we can
reduce the sublayer size by using the convex skyline instead of using the skyline according to Lemma 4. That is, CSðSÞ # SLðSÞ,
and thus, jCSðSÞj 6 jSLðSÞj.

Lemma 4. Let f be an arbitrary monotone linear score function. For a set S of objects in the universe, :9t 2 CSðSÞ such that
t 2 SLðSÞ and t only maximizes f over the objects in SLðSÞ.

Proof. See Appendix D. h

Lemma 4 does not guarantee that all the objects in CSðSÞminimize a monotone linear score function over the objects in S.
For example, an object that minimizes or maximizes a non-monotone linear score function over the objects in SLðSÞ can exist
in CSðSÞ. We note that we eliminate only those objects that only maximize an arbitrary monotone linear score function over
the objects in SLðSÞ from CSðSÞ. In this sense, the convex skyline is not minimal, yet is effective in reducing the size of the
layer.

Example 4. In Fig. 8, SLðSÞ ¼ ft2; t3; t4g and CSðSÞ ¼ ft2; t4g. Thus, CSðSÞ# SLðSÞ.

We now discuss the method for building sublayer lists by using the convex skyline. For a given set S of objects, we con-
struct the sublayer list by repeatedly finding convex skylines over the remaining objects. That is, we make the first sublayer
L½1�with the convex skyline over the set S, and then, make the second sublayer L½2�with the convex skyline over S� L½1�, and
so on. The sublayer list constructed over each subregion satisfies the optimally linearly ordered property [8]. We prove it in
Lemma 5.

Lemma 5. For a given set S of objects in the universe, a sublayer list constructed using convex skylines over S is optimally linearly
ordered as defined in Definition 1.
Fig. 9. The LayerlistBuilding algorithm for constructing a sublayer list with convex skylines.
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Fig. 10. An example of constructing the sublayer lists and the PL Index in the two-dimensional universe.
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Proof. See Appendix E. h

Fig. 9 shows the algorithm LayerlistBuilding for constructing a list of sublayers over a given set S of the d-dimensional ob-
jects. The input to LayerlistBuilding is the set S of the d-dimensional objects, and the output is the list L of convex skylines. In
Step 1, the algorithm iteratively finds the convex skyline L½i� over S until S is empty. According to Definition 3, in Steps
1:1 � 1:5, it finds the convex hull vertices over SLðSÞ [ fvMAXþg, and then, eliminates vMAXþ from the convex hull vertices
found. In Step 2, it returns the list of convex skylines L½1�; L½2�; . . . ; L½i� as the result.

Example 5. Fig. 10 shows an example of constructing the sublayer lists in the two-dimensional universe. Fig. 10a shows the
sublayer lists for four subregions subregion(1,1), subregion(1,2), subregion(2,1), subregion(2,2), which are obtained by
partitioning the two-dimensional universe. The LayerlistBuilding algorithm constructs a sublayer list for the set of objects in
each subregion. For the subregion(2,1), it constructs SLL2;1½1� ¼ ft3; t4g as the first sublayer, SLL2;1½2� ¼ ft6g over the
remaining objects as the second sublayer, and SLL2;1½3� ¼ ft8g as the third sublayer. Fig. 10b shows the PL Index for the
subregions shown in Fig. 10a. The lists SLL1;1, SLL1;2, SLL2;1, and SLL2;2 correspond to the sublayer lists for subregion(1,1),
subregion(1,2), subregion(2,1), and subregion(2,2), respectively.
5. The query processing algorithm using the PL Index

As shown in Fig. 10b, the PL Index can be considered as a set of ordered lists of sublayers. That is, as mentioned in Lemma
5, there is an order among sublayers within a sublayer list, but there is none among sublayers in different sublayer lists. Thus,
to process queries using the PL Index, we merge the sublayer lists by sequentially reading sublayers from their heads. To find
the top-1 object, we read the first sublayers of all the sublayer lists because we do not know which of them contains the top-
1 object. To find top-i object (2 6 i 6 k), we need to read the subsequent sublayer of the sublayer list containing the top-
ði� 1Þ object as the minimum-scored object in the sublayer because in this case it is not guaranteed that the sublayer where
the top-ði� 1Þ object has been found contains the top-i object.

Query processing involves two different procedures depending on the value of i: (1) finding the top-1 object and (2) find-
ing the top-i object ð2 6 i 6 kÞ. To find the top-1 object, we read the first sublayers of all the sublayer lists. By Lemma 5, for
any monotone linear score function, the object with the lowest score in each sublayer list resides in the first sublayer. Since
we do not know which of the first sublayers contains the top-1 object, we have to read the objects in all the first sublayers
into memory, and then, find the top-1 object by computing the scores of these objects. To find the top-i object ð2 6 i 6 kÞ, we
read at most one sublayer from a specific sublayer list. This is because each sublayer list satisfies the optimally linearly or-
dered property. In Theorem 1 below, we prove the principle of finding the top-i object (2 6 i 6 k). Here, if we know which
sublayer contains the top-ði� 1Þ object, we can also know which sublayer should additionally be read to find the top-i object
ð2 6 i 6 kÞ. We first summarize in Table 2 the notation to be used for proving Theorem 1.
Table 2
Notation for proving Theorem 1.

Symbols Definitions

found listðiÞ The sublayer list containing the top-i object
current sublayerðiÞ The sublayer that is the most recently read in found listðiÞ
next sublayerðiÞ The next sublayer of current sublayerðiÞ
min objectðlÞ The object with the lowest score in the sublayer l
next objectðt; LÞ The object with the lowest score next to the object t in the sublayer list L
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Theorem 1. Let us add objects in the first sublayer of each sublayer list to a set H (the added objects reside both in the sublayers
and in H). If the top-(i� 1) object (2 6 i 6 k) is min_object(current_sublayer(i� 1)), the top-i object exists in H [
next_sublayer(i� 1). Otherwise, the top-i object exists in H.

Proof. We refer to the top-i object as the top-i. (1) In the case of i ¼ 2, the top-2 is next_object(top-1, found_list(1)) or the
object (which must be in H already) with the lowest score in a sublayer list that does not contain the top-1. According to
Lemma 5, in the first sublayer of found_list(1), there is at least one object whose score is lower than or equal to those of
all the objects in all subsequent sublayers. When there is only one such object in the first sublayer, that object is the top-
1, and next_object(top-1, found_list(1)), which can possibly be the top-2, exists in next_sublayer(1). Consequently, we add
objects in next_sublayer(1) to H. (2) In case of i P 3, the top-i is either next_object(top-(i� 1), found_list(i� 1)) or the object
(which must be in H already) with the lowest score next to the top-(i� 1) in a sublayer list that does not contain the top-
(i� 1). In this case, next_object(top-(i� 1), found_list(i� 1)) can be found in one of the two places:

Case 1: top-(i� 1) = min_object(current_sublayer(i� 1)): As in the case of i ¼ 2, according to Lemma 5, next_object(top-
(i� 1), found_list(i� 1)) may reside in next_sublayer(i� 1). Thus, the top-i exists in H [ next_sublayer(i� 1).

Case 2. top-(i� 1)– min_object(current_sublayer(i� 1)): According to Lemma 5, the score of min object (current_sublay-
er(i� 1)) is lower than or equal to those of all the other objects in subsequent sublayers of current_sublayer(i� 1).
Because min_object(current_sublayer(i� 1)) has not been returned as a result yet, we do not need to add objects in
next_sublayer(i� 1), which must have scores higher than or equal to that of min_object(current_sublayer(i� 1)), to H.
Thus, the top-i exists in H ð2 6 i 6 kÞ.

Consequently, only when the top-(i� 1) is the same as min_object(current_sublayer(i� 1)), we need to add objects in
next_sublayer(i� 1) to H. Otherwise, we can find the top-i in H. h

As we discussed above, when processing queries using the PL Index, the sequence of sublayers to be accessed for a given
query is dynamically determined. This characteristic distinguishes our method from existing layer-ordering methods [8,22]
in which the sequence of layers to be accessed is fixed regardless of queries. Hereafter, we call the query processing algo-
rithm using the PL Index DynamicLayerOrdering.

We now explain additional data structures we keep in memory used by the DynamicLayerOrdering algorithm. Fig. 11
illustrates the heap H and the array A. We consider that the PL Index consists of c sublayer lists. The heap H is used for finding
k objects with the lowest scores among the objects read from each sublayer list. The heap H needs to maintain at least k
objects with the lowest scores. The root of the heap H contains the object with the lowest score among the objects in H
(i.e., a min heap [14]). Hence, by repeating the procedure of deleting the object in the root of H and readjusting H, we can
incrementally find the object from the root of H in a sorted order. Hereafter, for simplicity of the explanation, we assume
that the heap H is automatically readjusted when an object is deleted (added) from (to) H. Array A is used for storing the
object with the lowest score in the sublayer that is most recently read (i.e., current_sublayer) from each sublayer list. We
use array A to check whether or not top-(i� 1) is the same as min_object(current_sublayer(i� 1)) (Theorem 1).

Fig. 12 shows the DynamicLayerOrdering algorithm. The inputs to DynamicLayerOrdering are the PL Index that consists of
c sublayer lists and a query Q ¼ ðf ðÞ; kÞ. The output is the sequence of k objects having the lowest scores for the score func-
tion f ðÞ. In Step 1, the algorithm finds top-1. It first adds to the heap H the objects in Lj½1�ð1 6 j 6 cÞ – the first sublayer of
each sublayer list. Here, while adding the objects in Lj½1� to H, the algorithm assigns the object with the lowest score in Lj½1�
for f ðÞ (i.e., min objectðLj½1�ÞÞ to A½j�. Next, it returns the object in the root of H as top-1 and deletes the object from H. In Step
2, the algorithm finds top-i (2 6 i 6 k). In this step, we need to check whether or not top-(i� 1) is the same as min_object(cur-
rent_sublayer(i� 1)). Let us assume that the sublayer list containing the top-(i� 1) is Lm (1 6 m 6 c). If top-(i� 1Þ ¼ A½m� (i.e.,
min_object(current_sublayer(i� 1))), the algorithm adds the objects in next_sublayer(i� 1) to H. Here, as in Step 1, the algo-
heap H
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Fig. 11. The data structures in memory used by the DynamicLayerOrdering algorithm.



Fig. 12. The DynamicLayerOrdering algorithm for processing top-k queries using the PL Index.
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rithm assigns the object with the lowest score in next_sublayer(i� 1) for f ðÞ (i.e., min_object(next_sublayer(i� 1))) to A½m�.
Finally, it returns the object in the root of H as top-i and deletes the object from H.

Example 6. Fig. 13 shows an example of processing a top-k query over a set of point objects R ¼ ft1; t2; . . . ; t9g in the two-
dimensional universe. Fig. 13a shows the sublayer lists L1; . . . ; L4 for four subregions. That is, L1 ¼ ½ft1g�, L2 ¼ ½ft2g; ft7g; ft9g�,
L3 ¼ ½ft3; t4g; ft6g; ft8g�, and L4 ¼ ½ft5g�. Here, k ¼ 3, and the preference vector p ¼ h0:7; 0:3i. First, in order to find top-1, the
objects in the first sublayer of each sublayer list are read into H. In Fig. 13a, the objects t1 of L1½1�, t2 of L2½1�, t3 and t4 of L3½1�,
and t5 of L4½1� on the shaded lines represent those objects that are read into H. f ðt1Þ, f ðt2Þ, f ðt3Þ, f ðt4Þ, and f ðt5Þ are the scores
of the corresponding objects. The score of an object t is the inner product of the object t and the preference vector p,
corresponding to the distance from the origin to the foot perpendicular from t to p [8]. Since f ðt3Þ is the lowest in this case,
the object t3 of L3½1� is returned as top-1 (Lemma 5). Next, to find top-2, the objects in L3½2� (i.e, next_sublayer(1)) are read
into H because top-1 (i.e., t3) = min_object(current_sublayer(1)) (i.e., t3 of L3½1�) (Case 1 in Theorem 1). In Fig. 13b, the object t6

of L3½2� on the shaded line represents the object that is read. Since f ðt4Þ is the lowest among the scores of the remaining
objects (i.e, t1, t2, t4, t5, and t6) in H, the object t4 of L3½1� is returned as top-2. Finally, to find top-3, no sublayer is additionally
read because top-2 (i.e., t4 of L3½1�) – min_object(current_sublayer(2)) (i.e., t6 of L3½2�) (Case 2 in Theorem 1). Since f ðt2Þ is the
lowest among the scores of the remaining objects (i.e., t1, t2, t5, and t6), the object t2 of L2½1� is returned as top-3.
f(t2) f(t2)

(a) The objects on the shaded line represent
those that are read to find top-1.
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Fig. 13. An example of processing a top-k query using the PL Index.
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6. Analysis of the PL Index

In this section, we analyze the index building time and the query processing time of the PL Index. For ease of analysis, we
use uniform object distributions.

6.1. Analysis of index building time

The time for building the PL Index is affected by the number of objects N, the dimension of the universe d, and the number
of subregions c. In this section, we first present a ballpark analysis of the index building time to learn its trends of depen-
dency on these parameters. We then compare the index building time of the PL Index with those of existing layer-ordering
methods – ONION [8] and AppRI [22].

As stated in Section 4, the algorithm for building the PL Index consists of the partitioning step and the layering step. Thus,
the time complexity for building the PL Index consists of those of these two steps. The time complexity of the partitioning
step is Oðh �m � NÞ ¼ Oðh � NÞ, where h is the partition level, because the entire database is accessed h times. Here, m is the
number of probing points to obtain the optimal d and is a constant.

The time complexity of the layering step is computed in Eqs. 2, 4 and 6. When the cardinality of the input set is n, the time
complexity of finding one skyline is Oðn � ln nÞ when d = 2 or 3 and Oðn � ðln nÞd�2Þ when d P 4 [6]. The time complexity of
finding one convex hull is Oðn � ln vÞwhen d = 2 or 3 and O n

bd2c!
� vbd2c�1

� �
when d P 4 [1], where v is the number of objects that

form the convex hull vertices. In Fig. 9, the LayerlistBuilding algorithm first finds a set of objects that form the skyline over
the objects in one subregion, and then, finds a set of objects that form the convex hull vertices over a set of objects in the
skyline just constructed and vMAXþ. Hereafter, for ease of the analysis, we assume that vMAXþ is included in the skyline.
First, the average number of objects in one subregion, sizesubregion, is shown in Eq. (2).
sizesubregion ¼
N
c

ð2Þ
Next, when the cardinality of the input set is n, the average number of objects composing one skyline is ðln nÞd�1

ðd�1Þ! [7]. Hence, the
average number of objects composing one skyline in one subregion sizeskyline is shown in Eq. (3). In the worst case, all the
objects in the skyline belong to the convex hull vertices [3]. Hence, we use sizeskyline as the number of objects in one convex
skyline sizesublayer as shown in Eq. (4).
sizeskyline ¼
ðln sizesubregionÞd�1

ðd� 1Þ! ¼
ðln N

c Þ
d�1

ðd� 1Þ! ð3Þ

sizesublayer � sizeskyline ð4Þ

Eq. (5) shows the time complexity of finding a convex skyline timeconvex skyline. In Eq. (5), timeskyline is the time complexity of
finding a skyline over the objects in one subregion, and timeconvex hull is the time complexity for finding a convex hull vertices
over the objects in one skyline. We note that the number of objects used in computing the skyline is greater than that in
computing the convex hull vertices. Below, we show that the time complexity of computing the skyline is higher than that
of computing the convex hull vertices. When d ¼ 2 or 3, timeskyline OðN � ln NÞ is higher than timeconvex hull Oðln N � ln ln NÞ.
When d P 4, timeskyline OðN � ðln NÞc1Þ is higher than timeconvex hull Oððln NÞc2 � ððln NÞc2Þc3Þ, where c1, c2, and c3 are positive
constants. Hence, we note that timeconvex skyline converges to timeskyline as in Eq. (5). Therefore, the time complexity of the lay-
ering step timelayering is shown as in Eq. (6) because the average number of sublayers found from one subregion is sizesubregion

sizesublayer
.

Furthermore, since the time complexity of the layering step shown in Eq. (6) is higher than that of the partitioning step
Oðh � NÞ (c ¼ dh), the time complexity of the PL Index converges to that of the layering step, i.e., timelayering .
timeconvex skyline ¼timeskyline þ timeconvex hull

¼

Oðsizesubregion � ln sizesubregionÞ
þOðsizeskyline � ln sizesublayerÞ; if d ¼ 2;3
Oðsizesubregion � ðln sizesubregionÞd�2Þ
þO sizeskyline

bd2c!
� size

bd2c�1
sublayer

� �
; if d P 4

8>>>><
>>>>:
¼

Oðsizesubregion � ln sizesubregionÞ; if d ¼ 2;3
Oðsizesubregion � ðln sizesubregionÞd�2Þ; if d P 4

�
ð5Þ

timelayering ¼c � sizesubregion

sizesublayer
� timeconvex skyline

¼
c �

N
c

ðlnN
c Þ

2�1

ð2�1Þ!

� O N
c � ln N

c

� �
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N
c

ðlnN
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� O N
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Table 3
The time complexities of the index building algorithms.

Algorithms Time complexities

PL Index O N2

c

� �
; ðd ¼ 2;3Þ

O N2�ðd�1Þ!
c�lnN

c

� �
; ðd P 4Þ

ONION O N2�ðd�1Þ�lnln N
ðln NÞðd�1Þ

� �
; ðd ¼ 2;3Þ

O N2

bd2c!
� ðln NÞðd�1Þ�ðbd2c�2Þ

� �
; ðd P 4Þ

AppRI Oð2d � N2 � ðdd2e þ bd2c � dd2eÞÞ; ðd P 2Þ (AppRI(naive)) [22]

Oð2d � N � ðln NÞd
d
2eþb

d
2c�d

d
2eÞ; ðd P 2Þ (AppRI(improved)) [22]
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Table 3 shows the time complexities of the index building algorithms of the PL Index, ONION, and AppRI. Since Chang
et al. [8] do not present the time complexity of ONION, we compute it in this paper as the product of the time complexity
of finding one convex hull and the number of convex hulls constructed from N objects N

ðln NÞd�1. Here, ðln NÞd�1 is the average
number of objects in one convex hull vertices [3]. Xin et al. [22] have proposed the time complexity of AppRI for the naive
and improved algorithms. We call these algorithms AppRI(naive) and AppRI(improved), respectively.

Fig. 14 shows the relative execution times of those methods simulated as N or d are varied (here, h=2). Here, in order to
show only the trends of complexity, we assume that the coefficients of complexity are all 1.0. Fig. 14a shows that the PL In-
dex becomes more efficient than ONION, but worse than AppRI(improved) as N gets larger. This is because the time complex-
ity of the PL Index, O N2

ln N

� �
, is lower than that of ONION, OðN2 � ðln NÞc1Þ, but higher than that of AppRI(improved),

OðN � ðln NÞc2Þ, when d P 4 (here, c1 and c2 are a positive constant). Fig. 14b shows that the PL Index becomes more efficient
than ONION, but worse than AppRI(naive) as d gets larger. Overall, the PL Index can be more efficient than ONION, whereas
the PL Index can be less efficient than AppRI(improved) or AppRI(naive) depending on the dimension d.

6.2. Analysis of query processing time

Query performance of the PL Index is affected by the parameters N, d, c, and the number of query results k. In general,
N; d; k are the values determined by applications. On the other hand, c is the value that can be freely tuned when creating
the PL Index. In this section, we conduct a ballpark analysis of the number of subregions (i.e., c) optimizing the query per-
formance to show the trend of dependency on k. We assume that the query processing time is proportional to the number of
objects read from the database as is done in ONION [8], PREFER [15], and AppRI [22].

The query processing time timequery processing when using the PL Index is obtained by using the formula shown in Eq. (7). In
Step 1 of the DynamicLayerOrdering algorithm, the number of objects read is c � sizesublayer because it reads all the objects in
the first sublayers of c sublayer lists. In Step 2, while iterating loops by ðk� 1Þ times, it additionally reads objects in next_sub-
layer(i� 1) whenever the condition top-(i� 1) = min_object(current_sublayer(i� 1)) is satisfied (2 6 i 6 k). In the worst case,
it always reads one sublayer for each loop. Thus, from Eqs. (3) and (4), the maximum number of objects read in Step 2 is
ðk� 1Þ � sizesublayer .
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timequery processing ¼ c � sizesublayer þ ðk� 1Þ � sizesublayer ¼ c �
ðln N

c Þ
d�1

ðd� 1Þ! þ ðk� 1Þ �
ðln N

c Þ
d�1

ðd� 1Þ! ð7Þ
In Eq. (7), we note that the query processing time increases linearly in k since the algorithm reads sublayers in proportion
to k. As the number of subregions c increases, the first term of Eq. (7) increases, but the second term of Eq. (7) decreases.
Specifically, since the increasing slope of the former is much steeper than the decreasing slope of the latter as shown in
Fig. 15, a value of c that optimizes the query performance exists in the range of 1 to (k� 1). Here, when c ¼ k� 1, the first
term is equal to the second term (i.e., c ¼ k� 1 is the cross-over point shown in Fig. 15). Hereafter, we refer to such a c as co.
co has a tendency to increase as k does since reducing the second term of Eq. (7) is desirable. On the other hand, co has a
tendency to decrease as k does since reducing the first term of Eq. (7) is desirable. Practically, it is not feasible to find co ana-
lytically for a given data set because sublayer sizes are very different depending on the distributions of data. Thus, in this
paper, we experimentally find co’s used in our experiments as shown in Section 7.2.2.

Fig. 15 shows the execution time of DynamicLayerOrdering algorithm simulated as c is varied (here, k ¼ 10, d ¼ 3, and
N ¼ 10 K). Here, in order to show only the trends of the execution time, we assume that the coefficient of the terms of
Eq. (7) is 1.0. In Fig. 15, Term 1 represents the first term of Eq. (7), Term 2 represents the second term of Eq. (7), and Term
1+Term 2 represents Eq. (7). Since the increasing slope of Term 1 is 18.1 on the average over the range of c ¼ 1 to 20, and the
decreasing slope of Term 2 is 7.2 the average over the range of c ¼ 1 to 20, we note that the former is much steeper than the
latter as explained above. As shown in Fig. 15, we observe that the execution time is minimized when c ¼ 3. That is, in this
case, co exists in the range of 1 to 9.

7. Performance evaluation

7.1. Experimental data and environment

We compare the index building time and the query performance of the PL Index with those of existing layer-based meth-
ods ONION [8] and AppRI [22], and existing view-based methods PREFER [15] and LPTA [10]. For the PL Index, we use the
UniversePartitioning algorithm in Fig. 7. All these methods and the PL Index except for ONION support only monotone linear
score functions. Thus, for a fair comparison with ONION, we also include Convex Skyline Index (CSI_ONION) in our comparison
as a variant of ONION specialized for monotone linear score functions. CSI_ONION constructs a single list of layers using the
convex skyline instead of the convex hull vertices used in ONION. We use the wall clock time as the measure of the index
building time and the number of objects read from database, No Objects Read, as the measure of the query performance.
No Objects Read is a measure widely used in top-k research [8,15,22] because it is not affected by the implementation details
of the individual methods. In addition, this measure is useful in environments like main memory DBMSs or the ones using
flash memory (e.g., a solid-state drive (SSD)) because elapsed time is approximately proportional to the number of objects
accessed in these environments where sequential/random IO cost difference is not as significant as in disk.

We perform experiments using synthetic and real data sets. For the synthetic data set, we generate UNIFORM data sets by
using the generator used in AppRI [22]. The data sets consist of two-, three-, four-, five-, six-, and seven-dimensional data
sets of 1 K, 10 K, and 100 K objects. For the real data set, we use a part (10,000 objects, 344 KBytes) of the Cover Forest Da-
ta4(called Cover3D) (581,012 objects, 75.2MBytes) as was used by AppRI [22]. The data set consists of 10 K objects with the fol-
lowing three attributes: Elevation, Horizontal_Distance_To_Roadways, and Horizontal_Distance_To_Fire_Points. The correlation
of these attributes in Cover3D is around 0.5, and that of the UNIFORM data sets is zero.
://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html.

http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html


Table 4
Experiments and parameters used for the comparison of the index building time.

Experiments Parameters

Exp.1 Comparison of the index building time as N is varied Data Set UNIFORM data
N 1 K, 10 K, 100 K
d 5
h 2

Exp.2 Comparison of the index building time as d is varied Data set UNIFORM data
N 10 K
d 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
h 2

Exp.3 Comparison of the index building time as h is varied Data set UNIFORM data
N 10 K
d 5
h 1,2,3,4
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First, we compare the index building time. We measure the index building time of the PL Index, CSI_ONION, ONION, and
AppRI while varying the number of objects N, the dimension d, and the partition level h. For AppRI(naive), we measure the
index building time through implementation. For AppRI(improved), however, we calculate the index building time by using
a formula since the implementation was not fully described by Xin et al. [22]. The formula used is (the index building time of
AppRI(naive) measured � time complexity of AppRIðimprovedÞ

time complexity of AppRIðnaiveÞ ). Here, we assume that the coefficients of the time complexity is 1.0 as we
Table 6
Experiments and parameters used for comparing the query performance.

Experiments Parameters

Exp.7 Comparison of the query performance as k is varied Data set UNIFORM data
N 10 K
d 3
k 1, 10, 20, . . ., 100

Exp.8 Comparison of the query performance as N is varied Data set UNIFORM data
N 1 K, 10 K, 100 K
d 3
k 50

Exp.9 Comparison of the query performance as d is varied Data set UNIFORM data
N 10 K
d 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
k 50

Exp.10 Comparison of the sensitivity of the query performance to the preference vector Data set UNIFORM data
N 10 K
d 3
k 50
– –

Exp.11 Comparison of the query performance as k is varied using a real data set Data set Cover3D (real nonuniform data)
N 10 K
d 3
k 1, 10, 20, . . ., 100

Table 5
Experiments and parameters used for finding the optimal ho .

Experiments Parameters

Exp.4 Finding the optimal ho as k is varied Data set UNIFORM data
N 10 K
d 3
k 10, 30, 50, 70, 90

Exp.5 Finding the optimal ho as N is varied Data set UNIFORM data
N 1 K, 10 K, 100 K
d 3
k 50

Exp.6 Finding the optimal ho as d is varied Data set UNIFORM data
N 10K
d 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
k 50



Fig. 16. The comparison of the index building time.
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did in Section 6.1. We exclude PREFER and LPTA in the comparison of the index building time because these materialized-
view methods do not build a separate index. Table 4 summarizes the experiments and the parameters used.

Second, before comparing the query performance, we first experimentally find the partition level ho that optimizes the
query performance of the PL Index. Hence, the total number of subregions to be used is dho . As analyzed in Section 6.2,
the query performance is affected by k, N, and d. Thus, we find the optimal partition level ho as we vary k, N, and d. We mea-
sure No Objects Read for 100 randomly generated queries having different preference vectors, and then, use the average va-
lue over all the queries. As done in AppRI [22], the attribute preference p½i�, which is the weight of the ith attribute (1 6 i 6 d)
in the preference vector p, is randomly chosen from f1;2;3;4g, and p½i�’s are normalized so that

Pd
i¼1p½i� ¼ 1. Table 5 sum-

marizes the experiments and the parameters used for finding the optimal partition level ho. In Experiments 4 and 5, we use
d ¼ 3, which is the dimension of the main data sets that are used in AppRI [22].

Third, we compare the query performance together with its sensitivity to the preference vector. We compare the PL Index
with CSI_ONION, ONION, AppRI, PREFER, and LPTA. Here, we use the optimal partition level ho of the PL Index obtained
through experiments. We measure the query performance of these methods on the synthetic and the real data sets while
varying k, N, and d. We measure No Objects Read for 100 randomly generated queries, and then, average the results over
all the queries. The query performance of PREFER and LPTA improves as the number of views increases. Thus, for a fair com-
parison with the PL Index, CSI_ONION, ONION, and AppRI that use only one index, we use only one view generated randomly.
This is the same approach taken in AppRI [22]. To investigate the sensitivity, we measure No Objects Read for 100 randomly
generated queries, and then, use the minimum value (MIN), the maximum value (MAX), and the average value (AVG) over all
the queries. Table 6 summarizes the experiments and the parameters used. We use d ¼ 3 in Experiments 7, 8, 10, and 11 as in
Experiments 4 and 5.

For the experiments, we have implemented the PL Index, CSI_ONION, ONION, AppRI, PREFER, and LPTA using C++. For
PREFER, we translate the code of the PREFER system5 written in JAVA into C++. For LPTA, we used the GLPK library6 for the
implementation of linear programming. To compute convex hulls for the PL Index, CSI_ONION, and ONION, we used the Qhull
library [1]. We conducted all the experiments on a Pentium-4 2.0 GHz Linux PC with 1 GB of main memory and 120 GB Segate E-
IDE disks.

7.2. Results of the experiments

7.2.1. Index building time

Experiment 1: index building time as N is varied
Fig. 16a shows the index building time of the PL Index, CSI_ONION, ONION, and AppRI as N is varied from 1 K
to 100 K. For the PL Index, we probe ten points for each subregion to be partitioned (i.e., m = 10 in Fig. 22) in
order to find the optimal d as explained in Section 4.3. Hereafter, we use m = 10 unless we need to change the
value. As analyzed in Section 6.1, the index building time of AppRI(improved) is expected to be less than that
of the PL Index when N is very large. The PL Index improves by 1.2–18.2 times over CSI_ONION, by 1.9–2.6
times over ONION, and by 7.0–582.9 times over AppRI(naive).

Experiment 2: index building time as d is varied
Fig. 16b shows the index building time as d is varied from 2 to 7. As analyzed in Section 6.1, the index building
time of the PL Index becomes smaller compared with ONION and AppRI(improved) as d gets larger. The PL
Index improves by 2.3–10.2 times over CSI_ONION, by 0.5–37.8 times over ONION, and by 25.3–95.9 times
over AppRI(naive).
5 http://db.ucsd.edu/PREFER/application.htm.
6 http://www.gnu.org/software/glpk/.

http://db.ucsd.edu/PREFER/application.htm
http://www.gnu.org/software/glpk/


Fig. 17. The optimal partition level ho of the PL Index (UNIFORM data).
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Experiment 3: index building time as h is varied
Fig. 16c shows the index building time as h is varied from 1 to 4. We observe that for all ranges of h, the index
building time of the PL Index is smaller than those of other methods. The PL Index improves by 2.0–3.2 times
over CSI_ONION, by 1.9–3.1 times over ONION, and by 58.8–94.1 times over AppRI(naive).

7.2.2. Optimal partition level ho of the PL Index

Experiment 4: ho as k is varied
Fig. 17a shows the optimal partition level ho that optimizes the query performance of the PL Index as k is var-
ied. Here, h ¼ 0 represents CSI_ONION, i.e., the single list of layers of convex skylines. As analyzed in Section
6.2, we note that ho has a tendency to increase as k does since coð¼ dho Þ increases. ho ¼ 1 when k ¼ 10, ho ¼ 2
when k ¼ 30, and ho ¼ 3 when k = 50, 70, and 90.

Experiment 5: ho as N is varied
Fig. 17b shows ho as N is varied. We observe that ho has a tendency to increase as N does. ho ¼ 2 when N ¼ 1 K
and ho ¼ 3 when N ¼ 10 K and 100 K.

Experiment 6: ho as d is varied
Fig. 17c shows ho as d is varied. We observe that ho has a tendency to decrease as d increases. ho ¼ 4 when
d ¼ 2, ho ¼ 3 when d ¼ 3, ho ¼ 2 when d = 4 and 5, and ho ¼ 1 when d = 6 and 7.

7.2.3. Query performance

Experiment 7: query performance as k is varied
Fig. 18a shows the query performance of the PL Index, CSI_ONION, ONION, AppRI, PREFER, and LPTA as k is
varied from 1 to 100. Here, we use ho ¼ 3, which is the optimal partition level when k ¼ 50. As mentioned in
Section 5, when finding top-1, the query performance of the PL Index is worse than that of CSI_ONION,
Fig. 18. The comparison of the query performance as k, N, and d are varied (UNIFORM data).



Fig. 19. The comparison of the sensitivity of the query performance to the preference vector (UNIFORM data, N ¼ 10 K, d ¼ 3, and k ¼ 50).
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ONION, AppRI, PREFER, and LPTA because the PL Index reads the first sublayer of each sublayer list. How-
ever, we note that, when k P 10, the PL Index begins to show much better performance than the other
methods because the PL Index reads at most one sublayer from a specific sublayer list when finding top-
i (2 6 i 6 k). In addition, No Objects Read increases approximately linearly as k increases because the sub-
layer sizes of the PL Index are similar to one another. The PL Index improves by 0.1–2.2 times over CSI_O-
NION, by 0.8–8.8 times over ONION, by 0.6–7.3 times over PREFER, 0.2–2.9 times over AppRI, and by 0.2–4.6
times over LPTA. Fig. 18a also shows that except the PL Index, CSI_ONION outperforms ONION and other
existing methods. This is because the layer sizes of CSI_ONION are much smaller than those of ONION.
Hereafter, we exclude ONION and PREFER from the comparison of the query performance because AppRI
and LPTA, being more recent work, significantly outperform ONION and PREFER [10,22] as shown in
Fig. 18a.

Experiment 8: query performance as N is varied
Fig. 18b shows the query performance of the PL Index, CSI_ONION, AppRI, and LPTA as N is varied from 1 K
to 100 K. Here, we have different optimal partition levels for different data sizes (i.e., we use ho ¼ 2 when
N ¼ 1 K and ho ¼ 3 when N ¼ 10 K and 100 K). Fig. 18b shows that the PL Index improves by 1.5–1.9 times
over CSI_ONION, by 1.9–3.8 times over AppRI, and by 2.2–3.8 times over LPTA.

Experiment 9: query performance as d is varied
Fig. 18c shows the query performance as d is varied from 2 to 7. Here, the optimal partition level is different
for each dimension (i.e., we use ho ¼ 4 when d ¼ 2, ho ¼ 3 when d ¼ 3, ho ¼ 2 when d ¼ 4 and 5, and ho ¼ 1
when d = 6 and 7). Fig. 18c shows that the PL Index improves by 1.3–1.9 times over CSI_ONION, by 2.4–2.7
times over AppRI, and of 1.6–5.1 times over LPTA.
Fig. 21. The comparison of the sensitivity of the query performance to the preference vector (Cover3D, N ¼ 10 K, d ¼ 3, and k ¼ 50).

Fig. 20. The comparison of the query performance as k is varied (Cover3D, N ¼ 10K and d ¼ 3).
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Experiment 10: sensitivity of the query performance to the preference vector
Fig. 19 shows the sensitivity of the query performance to the preference vector. As mentioned in Section 4.3,
the query performance of the PL Index is expected to be rather insensitive to the preference vector because
the sublayer sizes of the PL Index are similar to one another. Fig. 19 shows that the query performances of
CSI_ONION, ONION, LPTA, and PREFER are much affected by the preference vector [22], but those of AppRI
and the PL Index are quite insensitive [22].

Experiment 11: query performance as k is varied when using a real data set
Fig. 20 shows the query performance of the PL Index, CSI_ONION, AppRI, and LPTA as k is varied from 1 to
100 when using Cover3D, a three-dimensional real data set. Here, we use ho ¼ 2, which is the optimal par-
tition level when k = 50. Fig. 20 shows the PL Index begins to outperform the other methods when k P 8.
This tendency is similar to that of the synthetic data set shown in Fig. 18a. The PL Index improves the per-
formance by 0.3–1.7 times over CSI_ONION, by 0.7–2.8 times over AppRI, and by 2.3–4.3 times over LPTA.
The PL Index is insensitive to the preference vector for the Cover3D data set as shown in Fig. 21. The index
building times of the PL Index is less than those of CSI_ONION and AppRI(naive). This tendency is similar to
that of the synthetic data set as shown in Fig. 16b when d ¼ 3. The index building times of the PL Index
(1246 ms) improves by 3.1 times over CSI_ONION and by 112.1 times over AppRI(naive).

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed the PL Index that significantly improves the top-k query processing performance. We
have also proposed the DynamicLayerOrdering algorithm that effectively evaluates top-k queries by using the PL Index.
The PL Index partitions the universe (the database) into a number of subregions, and then, constructs a sublayer list for each
subregion.

Building the PL Index consists of two steps: the partitioning step and the layering step. For the partitioning step, we have
proposed a partitioning algorithm that makes the sizes of sublayers within a sublayer list as uniform as possible taking
advantage of the assumption that queries have monotone linear score functions. For the layering step, we have formally de-
fin ed a concept of the layer called the convex skyline. We have shown that the sublayer list constructed using the convex
skylines satisfies the optimally linearly ordered property (Lemma 5). We have proved using this property that the Dynam-
icLayerOrdering algorithm finds a top-i (2 6 i 6 k) object by reading at most one sublayer from a specific sublayer list (The-
orem 1). Finally, we have analyzed the time complexity of the PL Index building algorithm and DynamicLayerOrdering
algorithm.

We have performed extensive experiments on synthetic and real data sets by varying the data size N, the dimension d, the
number of results k, and the preference vector p. Experimental results show that the PL Index significantly outperforms exist-
ing methods except for small values of k in query performance (say, k 6 9 for UNIFORM data and k 6 7 for Cover3D real
data). They also show that the query performance of the PL Index is quite insensitive to the preference vector and is approx-
imately linear in the value of k (due to Theorem 1). The results using a real data set (Cover3D) show a tendency similar to
those using synthetic data sets.
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Appendix A. Functions for the universepartitioning algorithm

See Fig. 22.

Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 2

As defined in Table 1, the coordinate values of vMAXþ are larger than those of all the objects in S. f is monotone. Thus,
8t 2 S; f ðvMAXþÞ > f ðtÞ. h

Appendix C. Proof of Lemma 3

For an arbitrary monotone linear score function f, 9t 2 SLðSÞ such that t minimizes f over the objects in S according to the
definition of the skyline [6]. Let T ¼ SLðSÞ [ fvMAXþg. Then, from the properties of the convex hull, 9t 2 CHðTÞ such that t
minimizes f over the objects in T [12], and accordingly, over the objects in S [ fvMAXþg. Since vMAXþ cannot minimize f
by Corollary 1, at least one object that minimizes f over the objects in S must exist in CHðTÞ � fvMAXþg. h



Fig. 22. Functions for the UniversePartitioning algorithm.
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Appendix D. Proof of Lemma 4

Let us assume that 9t 2 CSðSÞ such that t only maximizes f over the objects in SLðSÞ. Then, since CSðSÞ ¼ CHðTÞ � fvMAXþg,
where T ¼ SLðSÞ [ fvMAXþg, 9t 2 CHðTÞ such that t only maximizes f over the objects in SLðSÞ and t–vMAXþ R SLðSÞ. However,
since only vMAXþ maximizes f over the objects in T by Lemma 2, any object that only maximizes f over the objects in SLðSÞ
cannot be a vertex of the convex hull of T. Thus, such an object cannot exist in CHðTÞ. This contradicts the assumption. h

Appendix E. Proof of Lemma 5

Let L ¼ L½1�L½2�; . . . ; L½m� be the list of convex skylines constructed over a set S of objects. Let us assume that L is not an
optimally linearly ordered set. Then, for some monotone linear score function f ðtÞ and two convex skylines L½i�,
L½j�ð1 6 i < j 6 mÞ, 9tqðf ðtpÞ > f ðtqÞÞ, where tq 2 L½j� and tp is one of the objects that have the lowest score in L½i� for f ðtÞ.
According to Lemma 3, when constructing L½1� through L½i�, one such tq must have been included in L½1� or . . . or L½i�. This
contradicts the assumption. h
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